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Introduction*

President Charles Hitch of the University of California recently

issued a statement requesting that women be employed, wheneve7' feasible,

in the academic community of the university system. Apparently, leaders

of the academic and the business world have become cognizant of the con-

straints imposed upon women by our tradition bound, sex-defined career

roles; constraints which "disqualify" women in a wide array of occupa-

tional fields. Although these constraints are usually associated with

external societal prejudice, many women seem to have internalized, or

accepted the concept of limited female capacity in a male oriented

career world. Others, however, have resisted. This study attempts,to

determine the dynamits underlying the differences between the two types

of women.

Irrt a study ::A.Psi.lgried to explazI:thE,- Tsycholoalil-and

.:.,:.e,,:,I_tracterics 1ff: .those- who dhow ise carra. tece=ploi;_ masculine.

occupazis versus thou who elect careens irk stereotypic feminine

fields. The former include: mathematics, natural and physical sciences,

pharmacy, medicine, law, architecture, government administration, politics,

engineering, and business administration. The latter, stereotypic femi-

nine careers, include: teaching, nursing, social work, counseling, home-

making, library and secretarial work Women's Bureau, 1967a).

*This paper is based on selected portions of Women: Personal and
Environmental Factors in Role Identification and Career Choice.
(Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles,
1972).
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Methodology

Sample

Original study. Between the fall of 1968 and the winter of 1969,

C. Robert Pace and James W. Lent conducted a survey of freshmen, upper7

classmen, and alumni in some 90 institutions of higher education through-

out the United States. In this original study, each institution was re-

quested to select its own sample of respondents randomly and in each case

the investigators verified the manner'of selection. Sampling methods

varied from school to school. In some institutions, tables of random num-

bers were used to select students from the registration roster; in others

selection was accomplished by classroom enrollment.

Present study. The investigator of the present study utilized re-

turn questionnaires of the original study to exam:7.n- data pertaining

to womeWs career choices and their psychological, sociological, and

educational backgrounds and experiences. Questionnaires from approxi-

mately half of the schools used in-the larger study wz_.=-Tandomly select-

ed for the present study.

The sample of respondents consists entirely of upperclassman women:

A variety of factors led to the decision to focus on upperclassmen rath-

er than freshmen or alumni. To study psychological variables as they-

relate to career choice, it was deemed preferable to select subjects :re-

presentative of those who 1) would have had time and the opportunity to

develop some reasonably firm career goals, and 2) would not yet have un-

dergone many goal modifications in accommodating various external circum-

stances (e.g., marriage, children, finances). In terms of these criteria,

the upperclassman seemed most appropriate.
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Within the upperclassman group, the sample was divided into two cate-

gories. The first consisted of women who 'indicated, in response to a ques-

tionnaire item, that they were aspiring to careers in occupational fields

where women represent the large majority of the work force. Women in

this category are called "traditionals." The other category consisted of

women whose goals were in fields where women represent a small minority

of the work force. They are called "non-traditionalists." (Frequency

tabulations of men and women employees within the occupational speCtrum

were found in Women's Bureau, 1967b).

Of the 1646 woman upperclassmen respondents in the 38 schools in the

study, only 109 expressed career aspirations inmon-traditional fields.

These respondents comprised the "non-traditional' sample. The remaining

group of 1537 respondents, the "traditionals," was reduced to 360 7t10

effect a more manageable balance between Lhe two comparison groups. This

redaction was accomplished by randomly selecting 45 upperclassmen from

each of the eight school categories. Because data processing revealed

some unusable questionnaires with incomplete or no responses on criti-

cal variables, the sample was further pared, leaving a total of 101

"non traditionals" and 321 "traditionals."

Measurement

The College Student Survey, developed by Pace and Trent for their

research on institutions of higher education, supplies the data for the

questions in the present study, A number of variables were available

from the survey instrument which were pertinent to the present study.

They represent part of a woman's complex of values and attitudes, ap-

titudes and experiences which' influence and are influenced by her own

unique life style.
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Discussion and Results

Career Choices

The first task in preparation for analysis of the data was to estab-

lish the two criterion groups--upperclassman women aspiring to either

traditional or non-traditional types of careers for women. One item on

the College Student Survey supplied information Igardilig career aspira-

tions. In response tb the question, "After you finish college or gra-

duate school, do you know what kind of job .31.1 want or expect to have?",

those whc ;f:Iswered "yes" wereaske'j.: to wr±te their career goals. Answers

to), this open-ended item were categorized as shown in Table 1. The dis-

tribution of career Choices _among women in the sample was the most po-

tent:evidence that womenscoccupaticnal aspirations are influenced by.

=her than chance factors. Among 1646 wee, uppemclassmen in colleges

thiougmout the country, _tees than six percent aspired to non-stereotypic

feminine careers; and half of the remaining 94 percent were preparing

for teaching positions.

Background Characteristics

To learn what background features were related to women's career

choices, an analysis was made of the differences between "traditional"

and "non-traditional" groups in socioeconomic status and religious back-

ground. The intent of the socioeconomic questions was to discover 1) if

financial well-being is a contributing factor to future career decisions,

2) if the educational attainments of one's mother and father are associat-

ed with one's own career decisions, and 3) if parents' interest in intel-

lectual matters, as measured by the number of books in the home, is re-

lated to the choice a woman makes about the kind'of career she wants.
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Table 1

Career Aspirations of 1646 Upperclassman Women
Students in 38 Colleges Throughout the United States

Traditional Careers Number Percent

Teacher 803 52

Counselor, social worker 94 5.7

11.1rse or other health worker (lab
technician and other medical technologist)

77 4.6

Librarian 28 1.7

Housewife 10 .6

Other 211 12.8

Total _1223 74.4

Don't know 314 19.0

Non-traditional Careers

Scientist (physicist, chemist,
meteorologist, oceanographer)

20 1.0

Clinical psychologist 15 .7

Physician 14 .7

Lawyer ,
. .

11 .5

Government executive or politician 10 .5

Computer specialist 7 .4

Pharmacist 6 .3

Engineer 3 .2

Certified public accountant 3 .2

Business executive 3 .2

Mathematician 3 .2

Dentist 1 .08

Bank president' 1 .08

Veterinarian 1 .08

.
.

Total 109 6.60

Grand Total 1646. 100
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Socioeconomic status. The socioeconomic status score was computed

from a composite of five variables--parents' income, mother's and father's

educational level, the nuniber of books in the parents' home, and the father's .

occupational level. The difference between the two groups on the total socio-

economic status score was statistically significant, with the "non-tradition-

als" scoring higher than the "traditionals" (Table 2). The "non-traditionals"

obtained higher scores on all of the SES components. However, of the five

separate components, only two, mother's educational level and parents' in-

come level were significantly different.

Religiuus background. The assumption underlying the analysis of differ-

ential religious backgrounds rests on the belief that religious experience,

as one of the many environmental stimuli of early r'iildhood, can influence

one's role development, which, in turn, might affect the type of career one

Chooses. Accordiir to the data, some significant relationships do exist be-

tween religion and type of career choice. Catholic women predominately as-

pired to traditional careers, and Protestant women somewhat less so; Jewish

women aspired to non-traditional careers. Of the Catholics, 84.7 percent

Chose traditional and 15.3 percent chose non-traditional careers; among the

Protestants, 79.2 percent were aiming for traditional careers, while 20.8

percent aspired to non-traditional careers; among the Jews, 36.4 percent

chose traditional and 63.6-percent chose non traditional. careers.

Personality Characteristics

By asking respondents to check items about what they like and how

they see themselves, the researcher can identify some aspects of "self" con-

cept. In this study, "self" is most directly revealed by the Personal

Traits measure which consists of two check lists--one headed "I generally

like," followed by two or three word descriptions of people and activities
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Table 2

Socioeconomic Variables Comparing
"Traditionals" and "Non-Traditionals"

SES variables and groups Mean df t p

Father's educational level

3.76
4.10

3.56
4.03

3.05
3.44

2.80
3.21

5.55
5.73

18.9
20.5

420

420

420

420

420

420

1.38

2.73

.95

2.46

.58

2.13

n.s.

.007

n.s.

.01

n.s.

.03

Traditional
Non-traditional

Mother's educational level

Traditional
Non- traditional

Number of books in home

Traditional
Non-traditional

Parents' income

Traditional
Non-traditional

Father's `Occupation

Traditional
Non-traditional

Total SES `\

Traditional
Non-traditional
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such as practical, determined, social, open-minded, etc., and the other,

"I am," followed by a list of adjectives. Table 3 shows the personality

variables which differentiated significantly between groups.

Regression of all variables

By submitting the variables in the survey instrument to a stepwise

multiple regression analysis, it was possible to produce a list of varia-

bles which, within limits of available data, define the role of women be-

longing to at least one of the criterion groups.

Theoretical Orientation, describing a propensity for logical, analy-

tical thinking, (from the Personal Traits scale) was the strongest pre-

dictor in the multiple regression analysis, followed by two individual

items grade average in colloge and "I like science and mathematics.'

Table 4 shows higher Beta values (normalized regression coefficients) for

the two latter items than for Theoretical Orientation, but this is an in-

dication of their strong relationship with the dependent variable, and

not necessarily of a stronger, predictive value in terms of probable

change in the dependent variable.

Following "I like science and mathematics" in order of predictive

value were: liberal viewpoints regarding women's role in society, cer-

tainty of future job choice, discussing academic problems with faculty,

and the self description, "I am analytical.' All of the above (including

higher grade averages in college) were more descriptive of the "non-

traditionals" than'the "traditionals."

Other variables,'such as vocabulary, religion, and socioeconomic

status, which differentiated significantly on t tests and chi-square

analyses evidently do not have the predictive value of the above seven.
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Table 3

Personal Traits Showing Significant Differences
by Chi-square Analysis, and the Sub-scales

to which They Belong (in parentheses)

Sub-scales* and Items
% positive

responses in
each group

df x
2

p

i generally am:

Trad. N. -Trad.

Well organized** (C) 43.9 62.4 1 9.7 .01

Individualistic (C) 58.3 70.3 1 4.1 .05

Questioning (C) 59.12 71.3 1 4.2 .05

Predictable** (C) 29.9 18.8 1 4.2 .05

Determined** (A) 61.7 72.3. 1 3.3 .10

Undistracted** (TO) 3.1 14.9 1 16.93 .001

Analytical (TO) 24.0 56.4 1 35.84 .001

Critical-minded (TO) 36.1 53.5 1 S.88 .01

Scientific (TO) 10.9 45.4 1 57.22 .001

Sociable** (TO) 77.9 62.4 1 8.8 .01

I Generally like:

Original research
work (TO) 40.5 61.4 1 12.68 .01

Solving long, complex
problems (TO) 22.1 37.6 1 8.84 .01

Critical considerations
of theories (TO) 31.5 45.5 1 6.10 .02

Science and
mathematics (TO) 18.4 '49.5 1 37.24 .001

Discovering how things
work (TO) 53.6 70.3 1 8.11 .01

Scientific displays (TO) 15.0 36.6 1 21.12 .001

Detecting faulty
reasoning (TO) 34.9 64.4 1 26.19 .001

*C = Complexity, A = Autonomy, TO = Theoretical. Orientation
**An'answer of "false" on these. items contributes to a higher score

on the respective scales.
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Table 4

Variables of Predictability on Criterion, Career Orientation, as
Determined by a Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis

Variable % of Variance
(R square)

Beta Standard
Error

F*

Theoretical Orientation scale .12

.15

.18

.21

.22

.23

.24

.11

.17

.21

.14

.13

.10

.11

.01

.02

.05

.02

.03

.04

.05

4.05

13.72

17.8n

9.85

8.94

5.38

4.76

College grade average

I like science and mathematics

Viewpoints regarding the role of
Women in society

Certainty of future job choice

Requesting facult help with
academic pro lems

Self-description: I am analytical

*All F values significant at .01 or better.



When all the vari rered into the multiple regression

equation, however, o 29 percent of the varianc- was

accounted for. One obvious implication is that other variables, not

included in this study, would improve the predictability of career

choice, and the need for further research in this area is apparent.

Major Group Differences

A brief summary of major group comparisons indicates that women

with non-stereotypic aspirations: lj come from homes with a higher

income, 2) have mothers who have reached higher levels of education,

3) are more theoretically oriented (i.e., have a propensity for logi-

cal, analytical and critical thinking), 4) hold more liberal attitudes

toward the role of women in society, and toward international rela-

tions among governments, 5) are higher achieving students, 6) express

a stronger liking for science and mathematics, 7) maintain higher aca-

demic records in college, 8) tend to have more communication with mem-

bers of the faculty insofar as the academic and vocational aspects of

their lives are concerned, 9) see their college experiences more in

terms of vocational and liberal education benefits, 10) participate

in college to a greater degree in social service and academically ori-

ented activities, and 11) are less involved in artistically creative

activities such as creative writing, dance, art, theatre, and music.

In reference to religious background, approximately two-thirds of those

from Jewish homes, one-fifth of those from Protestant homes, and one-

seventh of those from Catholic background were "non-traditionals."
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The assumptions underlying this study are that career choices are

largely a function of learned roles. In. respect to the role learning

process, education would seem to have some responsibility. Apparently, .

however, the educational system in this country has done little to

expand women's awareness or interests beyond the sex stereotyped career

roles revealed by the data.

Although the study found differences between traditional and non-

traditional aspirants, there were no data signifying that women in the

traditional group would be less able to perform in non-traditional oc-

cupations, and it is suggested that their choices have been powerfully

influenCed by their role expectations, as is true among other sub-groups

in our society. Women seem willing, if not to cherish, at least to

accept a position of occupational inferiority.

The point here is not to downgrade the position of teacher or

others in the traditional category. The point is rather to suggest

that women perceive a narrow range of career possibilities because they

are fearful of venturing into a man's world, frequently doubting their

capacity to fill' masculine typed positions. It is also apparent that

higher education evidently has little or no effect in changing the

situation.

What, if any, are the implications for the higher education pro-

cess and for college counseling to be gleaned from a composite of the

foregoing information? There is sufficient documentation, as indicated

in the following studies, that counselors are ineffective in dealing

with women students-who are considering the pursuit of male-dominated
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careers. Non-traditional career aspirants in the present sample requested

assistance from counselors with vocational plans significantly less than

women of the traditional career group. This may be a function only of the

relative degree r!rtainty about future career goals between the groups.

It may also, . mean that women who plan to enter male dominated

fields experience less satisfaction from their encounters with counselors.

Although the question cannot be clarified here, as there are no data

regarding satisfaction with counseling services, other studies of career

counseling indicate a stereotyped approach to women students, particularly

among male counselors (Farmer, 1971). More specifically, Thomas (1967)

studied the reactions of-women and men counselors with female clients hold-

ing traditional feminine career goals and those holding non-traditional

career goals. He observed that all, but particularly male, counselors per-

ceived the traditional feminine goals as more appropriate.

While there is no reason to assume that counselors should be more free

of stereotypes than any other.member of society, the extent of influence

they bring into play is a sufficiently important factor to warrant a height-

ened awareness of and special attention to parochial attitudes. This is not

to say that counselors indiscriminately should encourage female clients to

pursue occupational plans which present difficult obstacles. Jobs do exist

which are closed to female applicants, or to which women have not been wel-

come. The female client needs to be informed that race tracks do not, as a

rule, hire women jockeys, nor do large industries open their doors'to female

executives; and airlines do not employ women as pilots. The client should

understand that, while she is free to pursue a career within as large a range

of alternatives as she wishes, it may be impossible to find employment in

areas foreign to females. But the choice should be hers, free from a counselor's
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perception of her feminine limitations or from any rigid determination of

what is "appropriate" for women. Limitations based on role expectations-

age, color, sexaye pernicious; and counselors, when dealing with the

client who does not conform to a role model, must examine their conscious

bin -ides the possibility of unconscious ones.

An even more insidious problem than the counselor (for, usually, the

latter deals only incipiently with career goals) is posed by administrators

and faculty of institutions of higher education. Admissions, hiring, pro-

motions, and tenure practices are all under attack by women within and out-

side of academia who are ending their acquiescence to second class status

on the campus. Female students. and faculty are demanding child care cen-

ters, flexible scheduling for mothers, and a complete revamping of his-

tory, psychology, and philosophy curricula. Cognizant of the perpetua-

tion of stereotypic femininity in text books, lectures, and course outlines,

faculty women are seeking to provide alternative ways of looking at women

in a society which has remained unmitigatedly prejudiced toward half the

population. They are concerned that young college women have few female

examples to follow, and so continue to accept a "conventional wisdom" that

places women in an inferior position to men intellectually, academically,

and vocationally.

If our society were to evolve toward Rossi's (1964) ideal of androgy-

nous sex roles, these considerations would become as vital to men as they

are now to women. For the present, however, sex status appears to be a

salient factor in a woman's professional career, and too often she is ex-

pected (by herself as well as others) to subordinate her individualistic

goals to those of her husband and family. In the words of Kluckhohn (1954),

woman's role is still devoted to things "aesthetic and moral which busy men

define as the nice but non-essential embroidery of American life."
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